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Abstract
This study aims to compare some of the existing genome-scale metabolic models and
display the inconsistencies between them in order to highlight the need for the adoption
of universal conventions and standards of completeness and coverage to enhance the
versatility and applicability of these models to metabolic engineering applications. These
applications include uses for industry (i.e. biofuels, commodity chemicals, biochemicals,
etc.), medicine (i.e. drug production, vaccines, antibiotics, drug target identification, etc.),
bioremediation, and the growing number of problems to which metabolic engineering is
being applied. However, the potential usage of genome-scale metabolic models for these
applications is limited by the lack of congruency between models, which hinders attempts
at strain optimization, gap filling, production of new metabolic reconstructions, and
insertion of foreign pathways into a new host. These discrepancies primarily include
incomplete reaction data, such as elementally and charge unbalanced reactions, and a lack
of universal metabolite specificity and naming conventions. In this study, a Metabolite
Rosetta Stone was created to allow for the translation of the different metabolite
abbreviations from each model to a common form for comparison of their metabolic
networks. In comparing 34 genome-scale metabolic models and the Escherichia coli
core model, only three reactions were found to be common among all 35 reaction
networks, which contradicts the fact that many of these organisms share several
conserved metabolic pathways and, thus, reactions. However, in a comparison of seven
models of more uniform conventions, a better agreement was observed with 40 reactions
found common to all of them. This result conveys the need for the adoption of uniform
conventions and standards and a reconciliation of these previous models in order to
compare existing models, develop new ones from them, and incorporate existing
pathways from one model into another. In addition, this study will detail what needs to
be done to rectify the current problems and also provide some potential solutions to
enhance the capabilities and effectiveness of genome-scale metabolic models.
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Introduction and Background
Metabolic engineering is the controlled manipulation of an organism’s metabolic
pathways, including its enzymes, regulatory networks, and transport processes, to achieve
either the anabolism of a certain product, the catabolism of a metabolite present in the
medium, or both. The field arose from the availability of complete genome sequencing
and the development of new techniques for gene deletion, insertion, and controlled
expression; namely, recombinant DNA technology [1]. However, metabolic engineering
of organisms is inherently unique from other methods of cellular engineering in that it
requires a systems-based approach due to the complexity of the metabolic networks and
the interdependence of different pathways [1]. Whereas expression of a foreign protein
requires insertion of the associated gene into the host genome under a promoter and
simple expression using the host’s transcriptional and translational machinery, metabolic
engineering requires careful analysis of the entire system in order to determine the gene
manipulations (deletions, insertions, and expression levels) needed to generate the
optimal production of a certain metabolite. Consequently, using the same approach as in
foreign protein expression with a focus on single genes (and their dependent enzymes)
has been shown to be generally ineffective at increasing the production of a target
metabolite [2].

This seemingly paradoxical response is caused by the evolution of

organisms to direct their metabolism towards pathways that are critical for growth and
development [1]. Thus, directing an organism’s resources to pathways that are contrary
to this evolution cannot be achieved by targeting single genes, as the organism will
develop ways to work around such an obstacle and ensure that its resources are properly
1

devoted to maintaining its fitness. As a result, from the onset of research into metabolic
engineering, it has been apparent that exhaustive experimentation must be done in order
to obtain the right combination of gene manipulations for the optimal flux towards the
production of a desired compound or growth on particular medium. To alleviate the
number of experiments, computational algorithms and software were developed early on
to predict the metabolic capabilities of an organism and to identify gene targets for
manipulation [3, 4]. Examples of these methods include, but are not limited to, the
COBRA toolbox [3], constraint-based flux analysis/flux balanced analysis [4, 5],
Optknock [6], OptStrain [7], OptReg [8], Flux Coupling Finder [9], and the genome-scale
metabolic models themselves [10, 11].

These methods, and others like them, have

provided the systems-based approach needed for determining the genes to be manipulated
for the optimal flux towards a target metabolic pathway or growth on a particular
medium.
Metabolic engineering has found extensive use in many industries including the
pharmaceutical industry, biotech industry, commodity chemical industry, biofuel
industry, and others [12, 13].

The widening number of applications for metabolic

engineering has necessitated further research into computational methods for predicting
the metabolic behavior of an organism, identifying gene targets for manipulation, and
determining the optimal growth media for a specific task [11]. To this end, genome-scale
metabolic models have proven to be the most robust tools capable of these complex tasks
[11].
The use of genome-scale metabolic models, by limiting the number of costly and timeconsuming experiments, will help the field of metabolic engineering advance into new
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fields and further optimize the use of microorganisms in the fields in which they are
already utilized.

New applications for metabolic engineering are already being

researched through genome-scale metabolic models.

Current industrial applications

include the production of biofuels such as ethanol and butanol [1, 4, 11, 13], biodiesel
[11], commodity chemicals (i.e. propane diol, acetone, and acetaldehyde) [1, 11, 13],
biochemicals (i.e. lactic acid) [1, 11, 13], and biopolymers [13]. In addition to these, an
increasing number of resources are being devoted to research into medical applications
such as the production of therapeutic proteins and hormones [1], amino acid biosynthesis
[11], synthetic drugs and drug intermediates [1], nutrients and dietary supplements (i.e.
lycopene, L-lysine, etc.) [13], and pharmaceuticals (including antibiotics and vaccines)
[13]. Recent developments in the field include use in bioremediation to remove toxic
waste while producing useful chemicals, as genome-scale metabolic models can be
utilized for the determination of metabolic capabilities for growth on a specific medium
[13]. In addition, genome-scale metabolic models have been utilized to identify potential
drug targets for pathogens such as the multi-drug resistant Acinetobacter baumannii AYE
[14] as well as respiratory, gastrointestinal, and oral pathogens [13] since, by identifying
the essential genes, reactions, and metabolites, drugs can be developed to combat these
pathogens [13]. Based on these same ideas, genome-scale metabolic models are being
utilized to model the characteristics of many diseased human cells and specific tissue
cells to enhance our understanding and research potential solutions [13]. Finally, another
interesting fuel and energy application that has emerged is the use of photosynthetic
microorganisms to harness the energy of the sun and produce new energy resources such
as biofuels and biohydrogen [13], which is being explored with genome-scale metabolic
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models. All of these applications expose the need to reduce the costly experiments and
expedite the process through the use of genome-scale metabolic models and other
computational approaches.
Currently, there are two primary obstacles facing the use of genome-scale metabolic
models. The first type includes deviations of the models from experimental results and
“gaps” within the models themselves (i.e. isolated metabolites without connecting
pathways or missing reactions within pathways [15]). The second includes the lack of
universal conventions for producing genome-scale metabolic models and the production
of wholly inadequate models, which lack the quality and coverage necessary to be
utilized in conjunction with other models. While much research has been devoted to
analyzing the complications of the former [16, 17, 18, 19], little has been done in the way
of the latter. Yet, the lack of universal conventions and the production of incomplete
models hinder the utility of the models and their applications to metabolic engineering.
Problems commonly associated with incomplete models include stoichiometrically
inconsistent reactions, reactions that are elementally or charge unbalanced, and differing
metabolite naming conventions which can lead to duplication of a metabolite in different
models. Whereas uniform and complete models would allow for easy comparison of
similar pathways between organisms in order to determine which has the optimal flux
towards a particular metabolite or to incorporate pathways from other organisms into new
hosts using the gene-protein-reaction (GPR) associations and gene manipulation, the
current state of genome-scale metabolic models causes these novel applications to fall
short of their full potential. Other potential advantages would include the production of
phylogenic trees based on metabolic capabilities, the production of new genome-scale
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metabolic models from the pathways of old ones, strain optimization, and even gapfilling.
The lack of uniform conventions for metabolite naming and specificity is particularly
enigmatic because the probability of the duplication of a given metabolite in a genomescale metabolic model or database is highly likely. The presence of these duplicates
results in the increased likelihood of “gaps” in the metabolic networks and further limits
the ability of these models or databases to aid in the determination of target genes for
manipulation and evaluation of the metabolic capabilities of an organism. Thus, there is
an inherent need to reconcile the different metabolite abbreviations in order to avoid
these shortcomings in the genome-scale metabolic models.
Recently, an attempt has been made to set forth a “comprehensive protocol” for the
production of future genome-scale metabolic models to ensure that subsequent models
follow uniform conventions with standards for completeness and quality [20]. While
those working in the field of genome-scale metabolic models begin to adopt these
common conventions for future models, steps must be taken to reconcile the existing
models in order to adapt them for future uses. The objective of this work is to probe a
number of the existing models and highlight the incompatibilities between models to
emphasize the need for universal conventions and standards. In addition, this work aims
to detail the necessary measures that must be taken to rectify these incompatibilities and
recommend potential developments that may improve the efficacy of genome-scale
metabolic models.
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Materials and Methods
Analysis of the Available Genome-scale Metabolic Models

Prior to beginning the comparisons between the genome-scale metabolic models, each of
the models available were probed to determine the different variations in the
representations of reactions between models. Since several metabolic pathways have
been conserved throughout all life forms (such as glycolysis, pentose-phosphate pathway,
amino acid biosynthesis, etc.), reactions from these pathways were used to probe the
models and observe these differences. From this process, it was determined that there
were at least nine variations of the same reaction among the different models even when
differing metabolite abbreviations were neglected (as differences in reaction reversibility,
charge/elemental balancing, and cofactor usage were the primary means of comparison
for this analysis). The nine major differences are shown for the glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase reaction in Table 1.
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Table 1. The glucose-6-phosphate deyhdrogenase reaction of the glcolysis pathway in selected
genome-scale metabolic models to compare the variation in its representation. In comparing these
models, the inconsistency between models became apparent as even highly conserved reactions
varied in completeness and coverage. The varying cofactor usage, charge and elemental balancing
(or lack thereof), and directionality were all found to be inconsistent throughout.

Reaction Listing

[c] : g6p + nadp <==> 6pgl + h + nadph

[c] : g6p + nadp --> 6pgl + h + nadph
[c]g6p + nadp <==> 6pgl + h + nadph
[c] : f420-2 + g6p --> 6pgl + f420-2h2

G6P + NADP <-> D6PGL + NADPH

G6P + NADP -> D6PGL + NADPH
G6P + NAD -> D6PGL + NADH
C01172 + C00006 = C01236 + C00005 + C00080

C00092 + C00006 <=> C01236 + C00005 + C00080

Model
Escherichia coli iAF1260
[21], Lactobacillus
plantarum [22],
Pseudomonas aeruginosa
[23], Staphylococcus
aureus [24]
Bacillus subtilis [25],
Mycobacterium
tuberculosis iNJ661 [26],
Pseudomonas putida [27],
Rhizobium etli [28],
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
iND750 [29],
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
[30]
Escherichia coli iJR904
[31]
Methanosarcina barkeri
[32]
Escherichia coli [33];
Mus musculus [34],
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
iLL672 [35],
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
iFF708 [36]
Aspergillus nidulans [37],
Mannheimia
succiniciproducens [38],
Streptomyces coelicolor
[39]
Helicobacter pylori [40]
Mus musculus (GSM
mouse) [41]
Halobacterium salinarum
[42]
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Upon comparing the various models, a list of models with complete metabolite listings
(for translating the metabolite abbreviations) and reaction data (for pathway comparison)
was developed for further analysis. The Metabolite Rosetta Stone includes the metabolite
abbreviations of 38 models, as well as the E. coli core model [43]. Since many of these
models had their reactions in file types that could not easily be extracted for parsing, only
34 models and the E. coli core model were included for metabolic network comparisons.
The two Helicobacter pylori models had the identical metabolite abbreviation
conventions. Thus, even though the older model [40] did not include a listing of its
metabolite abbreviations, its reactions were included for the comparison using the
metabolite abbreviations of the newer model [44]. These 35 metabolic networks spanned
all three kingdoms and are displayed in Table 2.
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Table 2. The complete list of genome-scale metabolic models and the E. coli core model utilized to
compare the different metabolic pathways and variation between models. The list includes
organisms from all three kingdoms of life. The final list was developed based on the availability of
both the metabolite and reaction lists in a suitable format.

Bacteria

Acinetobacter baylyi [45], Bacillus subtilis [25], Corynebacterium
glutamicum [46], Escherichia coli iAF1260 [21], Escherichia coli
iJR904 [31], Escherichia coli core model [43], Escherichia coli
iJE660 (revised) [33], Escherichia coli iJE660 [33], Geobacter
metallireducens [47], Geobacter sulfurreducens [48], Helicobacter
pylori [40], Helicobacter pylori iIT341 [44], Lactobacillus
plantarum [22], Mannheimia succiniciproducens [38],
Mycobacterium tuberculosis GSMN-TB [49], Mycobacterium
tuberculosis iNJ661 [26], Mycoplasma genitalium iPS189 [50],
Porphyromonas gingivalis [51], Pseudomonas aeruginosa [23],
Pseudomonas putida [27], Rhizobium etli [28], Salmonella
typhimurium [52], Staphylococcus aureus [24], Streptomyces
coelicolor [39].

Eukarya

Aspergillus nidulans [37], Leishmania major [53], Mus musculus
[34], Mus musculus GSM mouse [41], Mus musculus
Cardiomyocyte [54], Saccharomyces cerevisiae iFF708 [36],
Saccharomyces cerevisiae iND750 [29], Saccharomyces cerevisiae
iLL672 [35], Saccharomyces cerevisiae [30].

Archaea

Halobacterium salinarum [42], Methanosarcina barkeri [32].
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Experimental Procedure

To compare the genome-scale metabolic models, three steps were needed to allow them
to be assembled into a common form for analysis and comparison. The first of these
steps was to unify their metabolite names since many groups that have developed a model
have utilized their own unique naming convention. Second, the reactions needed to be
assembled into a common form, including reaction directionality and compartment
designation conventions, in order to be parsed and compared. Finally, where possible,
the GPR associations needed to be coupled to their respective reactions for future
analysis.
With many different metabolite naming conventions utilized among the genome-scale
metabolic models, it is impossible to compare the reactions without first reconciling the
different nomenclature.

In addition, the lack of consistency in model metabolite

abbreviations results in the potential presence of duplicated metabolites in models or
databases because the differing nomenclature causes them not to be recognized as the
same.

To accomplish this first objective, a Metabolite Rosetta Stone table of full

metabolite names and each model’s abbreviation was manually created using the
Escherichia coli iAF1260 model [21] as the standard template to be augmented for the
purposes of translating the different abbreviations. Each of the models with a metabolite
list had their respective metabolite abbreviations inserted into this Metabolite Rosetta
Stone in order to match each model’s abbreviation with the full metabolite name and
other models’ abbreviations for translation. The rows of each column provided the full
name for a given metabolite and the next six columns were devoted to additional
information (if available) about that compound, including KEGG ID, molecular formula,
10

and synonyms. Each of the remaining columns listed the metabolite abbreviation from a
given model for the specific metabolite of that row. Thus, much like the true Rosetta
Stone, this table could be utilized to translate the abbreviations of one model into those of
another or into the full name of the compound. New metabolites were appended to the
list as needed for cases in which previous models did not contain that specific metabolite.
For this comparison, the different metabolite abbreviations were translated into a uniform
style of the form CM00001 (with subsequent numbering up to CM04636) to be utilized
for analyzing the reactions. For purposes of illustration, a sample of the Metabolite
Rosetta Stone is included in Table 3 (some columns were eliminated for simplicity).
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Table 3. A sample from the manually created Metabolite Rosetta Stone. Columns for the CAS number and the alternate molecular formula were not
included since neither of these metabolites had them.

Full Name (Taken from
E. coli iAF1260 model)
10Formyltetrahydrofolate

1,2-Diacyl-sn-glycerol
(didodecanoyl, n-C12:0)

Metabolite
Molecular
Maranas
Formula
Group
(Taken from E.
Database
coli iAF1260
Abbreviation
model)
CM00001

CM00002

C20H21N7O7

C27H52O5

Synonyms

Escherichia
coli
Abbreviation
KEGG
(iAF1260)
ID
[21]

10-FormylTHF

C00234

1,2Diacylglycerol;
D-1,2Diacylglycerol C00641

Acinetobacter baylyi
Abbreviation [45]

10fthf

10-FORMYL-THF

12dgr120

DIACYLGLYCEROL
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After manually creating the Metabolite Rosetta Stone to translate the different
abbreviations into a common nomenclature, the reactions of each model needed to be
transformed into a similar form to be parsed and compared. This included the conversion
of the different symbols for reaction directionality and the various ways of denoting the
compartment in which the reaction takes place to a unified format. The format adopted
was the same as the E. coli iAF1260 model. For genome-scale metabolic models of
eukaryotes, which have a vast number of compartments, the compartment designation
conventions of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae model iND750 were utilized [29] and
appended. Table 4 lists how the compartments were denoted for comparison between
models.
Table 4. A complete list of the compartment designation notations. These notations were adopted
from the E. coli iAF1260 model and appended with the S. cerevisiae iND750 model for eukaryote
department designation.

Extracellular
Cytoplasm
Periplasm
Chloroplast
Mitochondria
Endoplasmic Reticulum
Golgi Apparatus
Lysosome
Peroxisome/Glyoxysome
Glycosome
Vacuole
Acidocalcisome
Nucleus

[e]
[c]
[p]
[h]
[m]
[r]
[g]
[l]
[x]
[y]
[v]
[a]
[n]
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For purposes of identifying common reactions between models, the reaction
stoichiometry and the compartment in which it took place were eliminated for
comparison. In addition, reaction directionality was ignored such that reactions were
recognized as the same whether or not they where reversible or irreversible (thus, a
reaction of the form A <==> B was considered to be identical to B <==> A, A --> B,
etc.). A Rosetta Stone of unique reactions and how they appear in each model was also
assembled in a similar format as that for the metabolites, including reaction frequency, a
listing of the reaction as written in the database (with and without the stoichiometry
included), and the listing of the reaction for each particular model. This is displayed in
Table 5 (for simplicity, only the database reaction with stoichiometry is displayed).
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Frequency

Table 5. The Reaction Rosetta Stone. For simplicity, the Database Reaction without Stoichiometry is not included. Reaction directionality and
compartment designation were eliminated for purposes of comparison and identification of unique reactions.

1

Database Reactions with Stoichiometry

Acinetobacter baylyi [45]

(1) CM00562 + (1) CM00861 <==> (1) CM00261 + (1) CM00266

1 GLT + 1 PYRUVATE <-> 1 2-KETOGLUTARATE + 1 L-ALPHA-ALANINE
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The GPR associations for models in which they were included were extracted as part of
the reaction data, where possible. Organization of this data was only in the preliminary
stages as attempts to compare the reaction networks met with major obstacles. However,
the inclusion of this data with their respective reactions is necessary for future
applications and comparison.
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Experimental Outcomes
Results and Discussion

After compiling a list of metabolites in the form of the Rosetta Stone, a total of 4,636
unique metabolites were found. These “unique” metabolites included the organismspecific metabolites (i.e. “H. pylori-specific Lipid X” versus “Lipid X”), which were
prevalent in several of the models. In addition, specific metabolites (i.e. β-D-glucose)
were read as different from the more ambiguous, general metabolites (i.e. glucose). As
described above, the unique metabolite abbreviations were then translated into the unified
format (i.e. CM00001) for comparing the reactions in the metabolic networks of each
model.
The compilation of this metabolite list allowed for the translation of each model’s
metabolite abbreviations into those of another or into a new unified format. However, the
impact of this result is much larger, as translation of the metabolite abbreviations into a
common format is the first step needed to allow one genome-scale metabolic model’s
reaction “language” to be translated into another in order to compare reactions (as was
done here) and to analyze which foreign pathways to incorporate from another organism
into a new host. This result also alleviates the potential duplication of metabolites and
associated problems when developing new models from existing ones or incorporating
non-native pathways into a new host.
Once the different reactions were transformed into a common format to be parsed
(excluding reaction directionality, stoichiometry, and compartment designation), the
comparisons between models and the number of unique reactions could be determined.
From this analysis, it was found that there are 9,898 “unique” reactions. In mapping the
17

number of reactions that are common to all of the 35 reaction networks compared (34
genome-scale metabolic models and the E. coli core model), it was found that only three
reactions were common to all of them. Given the number of conserved pathways among
many of the organisms compared, this result stood in stark contrast to expectations. The
reactions frequency across the 35 reaction networks is displayed in Figure 1. The general
trend of very few common reactions across all reaction networks is surprising due to the
inherent similarity of the organisms compared. While each organism undoubtedly has its
own unique pathways, the complete lack of a common core group of reactions is
inconsistent with reality.
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Reaction Frequency
3
4
9
3
1
2
1
5
6
8
9
5
4
11
10
7
12
20
20
16
30
44
49
55
63
91
97
126
156
203
299
377
673
1362
6117

35
33

Frequency of Reactions Across All Models

31
29
27
25
23
21
19
17
15
13
11
9
7
5
3
1
1

10

100

Number of Reactions at Set Frequency

1000

10000

Figure 1. The frequency of the reactions across all 35 models available for comparison. For purposes of this comparison, reaction directionality and
compartment designation were neglected.
Metabolite abbreviations were translated to a common form for proper comparison.
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As is displayed above, the distribution was not as expected. In comparing the different
reactions for each of the genome-scale metabolic models, it is readily apparent that there
are many underlying reasons for the inconsistency observed.

These inconsistencies

include incomplete elemental and charge balancing (as displayed in Table 6), alternate
cofactor usage among different organisms, and a lack of universal metabolite specificity
and naming conventions. To elaborate briefly on this final point, the use of organismspecific metabolites in some models causes disagreement between the different models,
and the validity of the difference between the organism-specific metabolite and the
general one must be checked in order to determine whether or not these reactions are
truly unique from each other. In addition, some models utilize the more ambiguous,
general forms of a metabolite, while others are more specific in naming metabolites (i.e.
beta-D-glucose versus D-glucose versus glucose). Again, such discrepancies between
models must be checked in order to determine the level of dissemblance between the
metabolites and the reactions in which they occur.
Table 6. The phosphoenolpyruvate synthesis reaction as it is found in two different models, one completely
balanced and another lacking charge and elemental balancing as well as compartment designation. This
highlights the inconsistencies that are a common problem for comparing reactions.

Unbalanced Reaction
Complete Reaction

PYR + ATP -> PEP + AMP + PI
[c]: atp + h2o + pyr --> amp + (2) h + pep + pi

By limiting the scope of the comparison to seven models that are more homogeneous in
their metabolite and reaction conventions, a correspondence much closer to that expected
was observed, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. For these models, 40 reactions were found
common to all of them and the general distribution of the reaction frequency data was
more in line with reality with a core list of reactions common to all models and all of the
models having metabolic network similarity between 20.7-38.5%, despite a wide range of
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organisms. The overlap between these models showed better agreement because of the
use of more homogeneous conventions.

The results observed after comparing these

seven models exposes the need for universal conventions for genome-scale metabolic
models, as attempts to compare models, incorporate non-native pathways, fill “gaps”,
achieve strain optimization, or even produce new models from existing ones cannot be

Salmonella typhimurium iRR1083 [52]

Saccharomyces cerevisiae iMM904 [30]

Mycoplasma genitalium iPS189 [50]

Mycobacterium tuberculosis iNJ661 [26]

Methanosarcina barkeri iAF692 [32]

Escherichia coli iAF1260 [21]

Model Name

Bacillus subtilis [25]

successful if the full reaction languages cannot be unified.

Bacillus subtilis [25]
100.0 32.7 29.2 34.2 33.6 28.9 32.5
Escherichia coli iAF1260 [21]
32.7 100.0 26.3 34.0 22.5 27.7 37.6
Methanosarcina barkeri iAF692 [32]
29.2 26.3 100.0 38.5 26.7 29.9 24.7
Mycobacterium tuberculosis iNJ661 [26]
34.2 34.0 38.5 100.0 20.7 33.6 32.3
Mycoplasma genitalium iPS189 [50]
33.6 22.5 26.7 20.7 100.0 22.0 25.4
Saccharomyces cerevisiae iMM904 [30]
28.9 27.7 29.9 33.6 22.0 100.0 22.3
Salmonella typhimurium iRR1083 [52]
32.5 37.6 24.7 32.3 25.4 22.3 100.0
Figure 2. Percent Similarity of the balanced models. The percent similarity is defined by
100*((number of similar reactions2)/(the product of the total number of reactions in each model)
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Reaction Frequency
Number of Reactions at Set
Frequency

10000

2656
558

1000

251

167

104

100

69

40

10
1
1

2

3
4
5
Number of Models of Occurence

6

7

Figure 3. The Reaction Frequency of the seven models of homogeneous conventions. For purposes
of this comparison, reaction directionality and compartment designation were neglected. Metabolite
abbreviations were translated to a common form for proper comparison.
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Future Research

As is evident based on the lack of consistency between the models, steps need to be taken
to set standards for completeness, provide universal conventions of genome-scale
metabolic models, and rectify problematic models in order to expand their utility for
future uses. Until these steps are taken, the full advantages of genome-scale metabolic
models associated with biofuel production, drug development, and other advances in
biotechnology [13] will not be obtained. Thus, this problem needs to be of primary
importance to all of the members of the genome-scale metabolic model community.
One possible solution for future work to this end is the creation of a database which
includes a complete list of known metabolites and metabolic reactions with their
directionality, compartment designations, and occurrence in different organisms. Each
genome-scale metabolic model would also be included in this database as part of its
functionality. The creation of this database would impose uniformity by making the
complete reaction data readily available for inclusion in new models and forcing the
reconciliation of the problems in current models in order to be included. As was the case
in comparing the models, the first step needed is to standardize the metabolite names.
This includes automation of the procedure utilized for the creation of the Metabolite
Rosetta Stone, such that the list can be appended as new genome-scale metabolic models
are developed (as discussed below).

In addition, a standard set of conventions for

metabolite specificity and naming need to be imposed.

The use of PubChem

identification numbers appears to be a logical solution since the list of chemicals in that
database is comprehensive, specific, and unique; all the characteristics that are currently
lacking in many of the genome-scale metabolic models. This first step also includes
remedying the organism-specific designation for some metabolites (in the cases where
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these metabolites are not unique from the general ones) and ensuring specificity
(especially for stereoisomers) of all metabolites for models in which they are ambiguous
in order to establish the usage of specific metabolites without ambiguity. Next, the
reactions will need to be reconciled with regards to elemental and charge balancing, as
unbalanced reactions are essentially useless for comparison with other models and other
analysis, such as pulling pathways into new or existing models and filling the “gaps” in
other models. It is also necessary that standards for completeness of the reaction data and
compartment and directionality conventions be imposed for easier comparisons.
Much of the groundwork for this undertaking has already begun from the results of this
work. A Metabolite Rosetta Stone that incorporates 38 different models and the E. coli
core model and their abbreviations utilized for the metabolites along with their associated
KEGG identifications (where possible) for translation has already been prepared.
However, the Rosetta Stone will need to be made more adaptive and automated for
syncing it with other databases and allowing for the inclusion of new models (and their
new metabolites) as they become available. In addition, programs have already been
developed that are needed to create a database of unique reactions from the genome-scale
metabolic models, which will allow for a complete compilation of all of the metabolic
networks from the different models once the above problems are rectified.
Finally, there is potential to make such a database more extensive by allowing the
inclusion of the kinetic data for each of the enzymes involved in a particular model. The
BRENDA database has an extensive listing of kinetic parameters that would be
invaluable to experimentalists if it could be included with a database of complete
metabolic networks. With the developing tools such as text mining, which has shown to
be useful in a variety of similar cases [55], such a comprehensive database is within
reach.
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Summary and Conclusion
The lack of universal conventions for genome-scale metabolic models including uniform
reaction

directionality

notation,

compartment

designation,

metabolite

naming

conventions, and standards of completeness and coverage severely limit the effectiveness
of these models in solving many of the problems facing the field of metabolic
engineering and their utility in applications for a variety of industrial and medical
problems. In the current state of the genome-scale metabolic model community, with
many groups developing models individually or in close partnership with only a limited
number of others, there exists a complete lack of congruency between models and more
collaboration is needed to ensure the adoption a certain set of standards. The current lack
of collaboration in accepting these standards stands in the way of progress in gap-filling,
strain optimization, incorporation of non-native functionalities into new models and
organisms, and the development of new metabolic reconstructions. This work highlights
the shortcomings of the current genome-scale metabolic models by conveying the
inconsistencies between them.
The development of a Metabolite Rosetta Stone allowed for the translation of each
genome-scale metabolic model’s metabolites into a common form for comparison and
analysis of the metabolic pathways. From the 34 models and the E. coli core model
utilized for determination of the similarity between models, only 3 reactions were found
to be common to all 35 reaction networks. This result fell far short of reality, as the
disagreement between the models in terms of elemental and charge balancing, cofactor
usage, and specific metabolite usage interfered with the recognition of many of the same
reactions as being the same. This fact stands as a testament to the need for the adoption
of universal conventions and reconciliation of previous models for future use.
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In comparing seven models that followed more uniform and consistent conventions, a
better result was achieved. For these models, 40 reactions were found to be common
throughout all seven models and the percent similarity in the metabolic pathways of these
models was in closer agreement and was more consistent with reality.

This result

portrayed the utility associated with using universal conventions, as the pathways in these
models could be readily compared and adapted for use in other models of similar quality
and conventions.
To further the progress and utility associated with genome-scale metabolic models, the
development of a comprehensive database is a potential solution for these problems.
Functionalities including a complete list of unique metabolites and reactions with
compartment designation, directionality, and the organism in which it occurs would be of
great value for the database and enhance the knowledgebase in the field by compiling all
this data in a readily accessible format. Metabolites would be converted to a unified
format for specific and unique metabolites (such as PubChem) and existing genome-scale
metabolic models would be included once any of the above problems were rectified. In
addition, such a database would allow for quicker metabolic reconstructions of new
organisms, easier incorporation of non-native functionalities into new hosts, a more
aggressive approach to gap-filling efforts, and simplified strain optimization. Finally, it
would alleviate the problems currently facing genome-scale metabolic models by aiding
in the enforcement of the adoption of universal standards for the models.
In order to allow genome-scale metabolic models to achieve their full potential, the
creation of this database is a necessity. While the recent methods to impose more
uniform standards will help to enhance the quality of new models [20], steps still must be
taken to reconcile existing models to aid in the production of future models and allow for
the comparisons to be drawn between new and existing models.

With greater
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collaboration among all of the contributors to the genome-scale metabolic model
community, the full potential of the models can be realized and the resources currently
focused on the time-consuming reconciliation and reconstruction processes for models
can be shifted towards to ultimate objectives of strain optimization and the insertion of
foreign pathways into other organisms for use in both industry and medicine.
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